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MYOB EXO has Abode Living covered
Overview
Founded in 1991, family owned Abode Living is Australia’s leading manufacturer of luxury bed linen. What
sets the Abode Living products apart is the family’s close relationship to the manufacturing and design
process. The factory, office and warehouse are right behind the showroom.
As the company prides itself on selling the best quality products, and providing customers with made to
order items, shipped within 24 hours, a greater level of efficiency was needed.

An all-in-one solution

Problem

Abode Living previously used a point of sales system called ERP Australia to stay on top of stock,
customers and the retail store. “Then our website took off dramatically, but it wasn’t connected to our
stock control or our customer records,” says Ben Adair, Abode Living Operations Director, during his
interview with SmartCompany.
Ben continues, “We wanted a system where a customer could order in-store or online and it would be
processed with the same account. And likewise, for stock, where we could update a record in one place, for
example prices, for both in-store and online.” So the company started the search for a new all-in-one system.

Beauty is only skin deep
Abode Living looked at a number of systems and discovered many looked great but weren’t flexible. “As
soon as you needed to customise something or add functionality, it either gets expensive or it won’t let
you do it,” Ben explains.

Solution

Abode Living finally settled on MYOB EXO. “EXO has everything we need without being too complicated.
It’s quite flexible,” says Ben. “We’re implementing EXO in two stages, because we’re both a retailer and
manufacturer,” he continues. “So we’ve already implemented it in the retail side of our business, and we’re
doing the scoping for the manufacturing side at the moment.”
The company contacted BizPro to implement EXO. “They were very good. The team was very professional
throughout the whole process,” says Ben. “The biggest challenge was learning where the new functions
are, but BizPro has been very helpful on that front. It took about 3 months for our staff to become
confidant using EXO. There were a few small issues but they were resolved quickly.”

“EXO has everything we need without being too complicated.”
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Time to relax
Ben is happy with his decision to use EXO. “It’s simple to use. It has
anything we need without being too complicated,” he explains.

Outcome

“Since connecting our EXO system to the website, our stock figures
are reported in real-time on the website. Customer details are also
synched in real-time,” says Ben. “We also built some customised
reports that were important our business.” He adds, “We also made
lots of other small customisations to increase functionality.”
One of the biggest contributions EXO has made to Abode Living is
giving the company peace of mind. “EXO has provided us a high level
of confidence,” says Ben. “Confidence in the figures and confidence in
knowing that we can get the customisations we need going forward.”

Some sound advice
“The one thing I would say to anyone looking at getting an ERP
system is to build your own website instead of getting one off the
shelf,” advises Ben. “There’s been a lot of customisation in how our
systems talk to each other. It’s also worthwhile spending time with
the people who build your website.”

“EXO has provided us with a high level of confidence.”
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>	Unable to calculate
GP margin
>	Couldn’t link system
with website
>	Difficult to update or
improve functions

>
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>
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Less double handling
Customised reports specific to Abode Living’s needs
Greater functionality & stock control
Accurate figures
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